DISGRACE   ABOUNDING
outburst of anti-Semitism throughout the territories of the German
Reich and of the old Austro-Hungarian Empire. These were the
promised lands of the Jew, especially Germany, for which all
Jews who have lived there hunger to-day. They cannot think
to-day of Berlin and Vienna, Frankfurt and Mannheim, without
longing and regret creeping into their voices for the countries in
which those cities are situated. Were they not largely to blame if
they threw away, by immoderate lust for display and wealth and
power, the things those lands promised them?
Listen to Benno Israelovitchsky, a rich man who was born in
Russia, who lived for ten years in Berlin, for three in Vienna, for
eight in Trautenau in the Sudeten German lands, for five in The
Hague, for two in Paris, and who, when I talked with him a few
hours before writing this, was still a rich man in Prague, preparing
now to set out again on the long, long trail of Ahasver and pitch
his tent for a while in Reval. Incidentally, he has the passport of a
South American Republic, though he has never been there, and
this gives him the Protektion of the Legation and Consulate of that
state whenever anti-Semitism gets too near him.
Benno Israelovitchsky is one of the few Jews I have ever met
who drinks a good deal; ninety-five Jews out of a hundred never
drink more than a glass or two, because they think, 'If I get drunk
my soberer neighbour will be astuter than I3 and in any case why
drink beyond the point where I know just how much stimulation
and wittiness and good humour I am getting for my money?'
Benno Israelovitchsky, in wine, became expansive beyond his
wont. He spoke of Berlin after the war, with me and with a second
Jew, also Russian-born, who had made the familiar life's journey
from Kieff to Berlin, from Hitlerist Berlin to Vienna, from Hitlerist
Vienna to Prague, and was now preparing to quit Prague, before
the approach of Hitler, for Paris.
cAh,' said Benno Israelovitchsky, in the lamenting tone which
the Jews to-day use when they talk of the spread of anti-Semitism,
the diminishing circle of their activities, 1 am an anti-Semite.
Berlin after the war! Ah, what a time, what a life that was! And
who was to blame for what happened? Think back' — he was
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